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a b s t r a c t
It is now more than 35 years since our original work on seismic tomography commenced in June 1974 upon
Keiiti Aki's arrival at Kjeller near Oslo. It was published by Aki et al. (1977) and has found wide-spread
applications in numerous studies of the Earth's interior from crust to core and in addition triggered many
theoretical ones as well. In those times, computer technologies were rather crude and this hampered our
tomographic research. In particular, we were somewhat unhappy about both our Generalized Inverse (GI) and
the Stochastic Inverse (SI) solutions because of the former being too bumpy and the latter involving vertical
smoothing. These problems remain in evidence also in recent studies as will be demonstrated in this review
work. We start with re-examining the ACH-original work and then introduce Gauss–Markov (GM) ﬁltering
offsetting the defects of both the generalized and stochastic inverses. We highlight the relative merits of our
novel inversion method by real tests on the original Norsar P-residuals and the corresponding 5 layered
lithosphere model using synthetic velocity anomalies. Then we repeated the original inversion experiment
adding the GM solution. The outcome was that the original SI solution was useless; GI too bumpy while the
GM solution was appealing both computationally and in the context of geotectonic interpretation. We found
that alternative inversion procedures like those forwarded by Backus and Gilbert (1968) and by Pijpers and
Thompson (1992), the latter for helioseismology, were not applicable. The reason is that our unknowns are
relative velocity anomalies within separate model layers and thus violate basic assumptions in the mentioned
procedures. We also discuss source and structure parameter separation and the recent ‘double difference’
approach in tomography based on local earthquake data.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Professor Keiiti Aki (MIT) was planning to spend his ‘summer’
sabbatical 1974 in Chile working with his former student Raul
Madariaga who is now professor in Paris, France. However, the
unexpected military coup in Sep. 1973, led by General A. Pinochet,
toppled the socialist S. Allende government and replaced it by a
military junta. Working conditions for intellectuals and scientists
deteriorated rapidly after the take-over so Kei's ‘southbound’ research
visit was canceled. Instead, Kei ‘activated’ his Plan B, namely took
contact with a former MIT visitor, Eystein S. Husebye being research
director at Norsar, Norway. In short, in June 1974 Kei and family
traveled northward and arrived at Kjeller near Oslo for undertaking
joint research with ‘locals’ during the summer months. The topic of
mutual interest was scattering phenomenon since Aki (1973) and
Norsar teams like Berteussen et al. (1975) and Christoffersson (1975)
had published relevant results here. Aki brought fresh ideas with him;
the tomography principles as applied in medicine for brain tumor
mapping may be applicable in seismology. The latter case would
naturally be more complicated because in contrast to medicine we
would not have a completely controlled experimental setup. However,
the deployment of large aperture arrays like Norsar and Lasa gave
vastly improved seismological observational platforms and natural
occurring earthquakes might provide adequate source conﬁgurations.
Furthermore, theoretical work by Backus and Gilbert (1968) implied
that tomography principles also could be applicable in seismology.
The basic idea was simple; Lasa and Norsar array observations in
terms of P-wave time and amplitude anomalies were obviously not
random and hence had to reﬂect heterogeneities in the lithosphere
and possibly also in the upper mantle. From Chernov (1960)
scattering modeling in random media we were also conﬁdent that
the wavelengths of these structural anomalies had to be of the order
10–30 km and naturally even much larger. In other words, these
anomalies should in principle be mapable and the challenge was
simply how to do it numerically. In discussing this topic with Kei (Aki)
we intuitively felt that a logical approach would be to represent the
Norsar array lithosphere as a multilayered block model which in turn
should be convenient for numerical modeling. However, we soon
encountered practical problems like the statistical handling aspect of
poorly sampled model blocks. In order to strengthen our research
efforts Eystein invited Anders (Christoffersson) in Uppsala to help out
in this endeavor — and so he did without much hesitation. At the end
of summer in 1974 we had a ﬁrst numerical solution to the inversion
problem and agreed to continue our cooperative efforts the next year
at MIT where both of us become visiting scientists. The discussions
among us continued on the relative merits of the generalized inverse
versus the stochastic inverse and in the end decided to present both
solutions. However, our ‘feeling’ was that none of these approaches
was fully satisfactorily but it was not affordable to undertake
extensive numerically experiments. In the summer of 1975, Kei
visited USGS in Menlo Park at the invitation of Willie Lee. Aki and Lee
(1976) extended the ACH method to local earthquakes to simultaneously invert for hypocenter parameters and crustal velocity
structure using arrival times from a California network. Anyway, we
succeeded in our joint inversion undertakings and the main outcome
were three papers: Aki et al. (1976), Husebye et al. (1976) and the
main methodology paper (the ACH inversion method) Aki et al.
(1977) hereafter referred to as Paper 1. It set the path in a wide sense
for numerous additional papers and books on this subject up to
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present e.g., see Iyer and Hirahara (1993); Lee and Pereyra (1993);
Parker (1977, 1994); Mosegaard and Tarantola (2002); Zhang and
Thurber (2003); Gubbins (2004); Reiter et al. (2005); Nolet (2008)
and Lin et al. (2010). In this regard we would like to highlight some
early pioneering contributions, namely Dziewonski et al. (1977) for
tomographic mapping of the lower mantle using a global map
representation based on coefﬁcients of spherical harmonic expansion;
Julian and Gubbins (1977) for introducing accurate cubic spline three
dimensional ray tracing for travel path representation in heterogeneous media; Romanowicz (1979) for adapting the ACH-method to
large regions where the assumption of plane wave fronts no longer
holds; Spencer and Gubbins (1980) and Gubbins (1981) for separation and subsequent estimation of focal and structural parameters
and ﬁnally Hovland et al. (1981) and Thomson and Gubbins (1982)
for introducing regular 3D nodes instead of blocks. So why this
renewed inverse effort — ACH inversion revisited? The reason is
simply that our original work was left somewhat unﬁnished as
regards smoothing and resolution options for the generalized inverse
solution. Regrettably, Kei Aki passed away on May 17, 2005 and he
was scientiﬁcally active to his last days (Richards, 2005). A telltale
monument towards this end is his most recent book on volcano and
earthquake predictions published recently — Aki (2009).
When we started research in the summer 1974 the work was
hampered by limited memory and speed of Norsar's IBM computers.
Stability is often a problem due to small eigenvalues in the GI
inversion and furthermore this solution requires relatively more
computational power and also larger memory. Today such calculations are done within 0.1 s on a PC with gigabytes memory. The SI
solutions were easier to obtain but the implicit effect of weighting of
blocks in different model layers were unclear to us. Note that the SI
solution is strictly speaking not valid since average block velocities are
not necessarily identical in different layers. The generalized inverse on
the other hand, allows us to introduce our own weighting scheme
(ﬁlters or averaging kernels) such that we in principle may enhance
the low or high frequency parts of the velocity anomalies without
introducing vertical smoothing. However, due to the limited amount
of useful data available in most tomographic studies the interest is
focused on the low frequency part of the anomalies. The fundamental
problem is that with no true solution at hand any reasonable smooth
tomography mappings may be taken as correct and then anchored
without any validation on available geotectonic information. Some
time ago we decided that it may be worth reconsidering the Paper 1
inverse approaches with the added advantages of fast computers and
access to recent research mentioned above. Hence, the subject of this
work is the relative merits of smoothing operators in seismic
tomographic studies.
1.1. Reproducing our initial tomography study in 1974/75
This was not a quite simple task as our initial software was lost or
unreadable but the original observational array data and subarray
travel time residuals (Berteussen, 1974) were preserved. Instead of
rewriting the original computer program we obtained proper
tomography software via our good friend Willie Lee (USGS; close
friend of Kei) who contacted J. R. Evans (also at USGS) who in turn had
a modiﬁed version (THRD) of the W.L. Ellsworth software dating back
to late 1970s. Ellsworth (also at USGS) was a student of Aki at MIT in
1975/77. We could not recall details on our original ray tracing
but checked the outcome of the THRD program in terms of obtained
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block hits and ﬁnal velocity anomalies. Also, the peripheral blocks
were extended so that each ray always hits one block in each layer. A
small fortran program recreated the original data structures and then
we used MATLAB for the subsequent processing. In this way we
reproduced both the generalized and stochastic inverse solutions
except for minor differences which probably were caused by
numerically superior routines in MATLAB. Before presenting appropriate smoothing operators for the GI solution we brieﬂy recapitulate
the most important inversion equations below.
1.2. Basic tomography equations in Aki et al. (1977) (Paper 1)
The basic tomography equation is Eq. (23) in Paper 1
t = Gm + ε

ð1Þ

with
t = ðn × 1Þ; G = ðn × kÞ; m = ðk × 1Þ and ε = ðn × 1Þ
where the elements of t are the travel time residuals (Berteussen,
1974). m is the vector of relative slowness anomalies and are the
unknowns of the model, n is the number of observations (number of
events times number of stations) and k is the number of blocks hit.
The elements of the G matrix are the partial derivatives multiplied by
the initial layer slowness. The travel time residuals and the G matrix
have been adjusted in order to prevent errors in origin time, depth
and path effects common to all stations for each event to be projected
into the model (Paper 1 Eqs. (10)–(23)). These errors can be an order
of magnitude larger than the observed travel time residuals. The
underlying assumption is that the aperture of the array (network) is
much smaller than the distance to the source implying that we only
attribute the observed variation in arrival time to structural variation
in the vicinity of the array. These adjustments are the same as those
proposed by Jordan and Sverdrup (1981) for relocation of earthquakes and removal of path anomaly biases deﬁned as the average of
individual station travel time residuals. The difference is that in the
ACH method variations in travel time residuals are attributed to the
structure at the receiver side instead to the source parameters in the
relocation method. This is readily seen by comparing Eqs. (10)–(23)
in Paper 1 and Eqs. (9)–(14) in Wolfe (2002). The relation between
the above strategy to remove path anomaly bias and the ‘doubledifference’ (DD) earthquake location algorithms by Got et al. (1994)
and Waldhauser and Ellsworth (2000) is discussed in Wolfe (2002).
The assumption of plane wave fronts implies that the sum of the
columns in G corresponding to any one layer is identically zero
because no uniform slowness perturbation in a layer would affect t.
For further details, see pages 279–280 in Paper 1. Thus the rank r of G
is less than or equal to k − l, i.e. the total no of blocks minus no of
model layers which is 5 in case of the Norsar lithosphere. This implies
that that the slowness (or velocity) perturbation in any one layer at
best can be determined except for an additive constant. The elements
of the corresponding best possible resolution matrix Rij are
Rii = 1−1 = nl
Rij = −1 = nl i≠ j; i and j belonging to the same layer
Rij = 0 otherwise

ð2Þ

nl is the number of modeled blocks in the layer to which i belongs.
The situation is similar for the mentioned earthquake relocation
method. If the spatial partial derivatives are evaluated at a common
point, the sum of the columns corresponding to anyone of the spatial
parameters will be identically zero implying that we can only resolve
relative relocations (Wolfe, 2002).
1.2.1. Comments
The resolution matrix shows that only certain linear combinations
of the medium parameter m have linear unbiased estimators. This is
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important; we can compare slowness or velocity differences between
blocks in the same layer but not between blocks in different layers, i.e.
∂m
∂m
horizontal gradients (
and
) can be estimated but not vertical
∂x
∂y
∂m
( ). On the other hand, it is possible to estimate the horizontal
∂z
∂2 m
∂2 m
and
). Then, using a vertical
gradient of the vertical (
∂z∂x
∂z∂y
smoothing operator where the averaging kernels are such that
different blocks in a layer are subject to varying degree of vertical
smoothing, the above gradients will not be estimable. Furthermore, it
will not be possible to compare anomalies between layers because the
estimated perturbations are affected to varying degree by the layer
speciﬁc unknown velocity constants. To resolve this problem we must
know the average layer velocity anomaly with high precision and this
is not the case. We stress again that the form of the resolution matrix is
tied to the assumption of a plane wave front and the elimination of
average residual for each event. The situation is quite different in
studies based on local earthquake observations, e.g. see Aki and Lee
(1976), Spencer and Gubbins (1980), Zhang and Thurber (2003), Liu et
al. (2005), Chen et al. (2007), Chou et al. (2009), Thurber et al. (2009)
and Lin et al. (2010). Similarly for studies modeling large regions like
those of Romanowicz (1979) and Hovland et al. (1981). Here the wave
front is curved and it is in principle possible to obtain perfect resolution
(R = I). The same holds for all the relocation methods, if the spatial
derivatives all are evaluated at different locations the corresponding
resolution matrix will be the identity matrix.
1.3. The least squares estimator
The least squares estimator of the slowness anomaly vector m is
obtained by solving the normal equations
T

T

G Gm = G t

ð3Þ

where T denotes matrix transpose. If the station density and the
earthquake data are appropriate for the chosen block speciﬁcation the
solution to Eq. (3) will be unique except for the mentioned additive
constant(s). In practice, the ray sampling is not ideal as some blocks
will just have a few rays passing thru resulting in further loss in rank
and/or some small eigenvalues. Using the singular value decomposition of G, Eq. (1) can be rewritten as
t = KDLm + ε

ð4Þ

with
K = ðn × rÞ; K T K = I r ; L = ðr × kÞ and LLT = I r and D is diagonalðr × rÞ
containing the nonzero eigenvalues ðsingular valuesÞ:

The columns of K and the rows of L are the left and right singular
vectors corresponding to the singular values in D. Lanczos (1961) and
similarly Aki and Richards (1980) gives a natural solution to Eq. (2)
namely the minimum length or GI solution, obtained by excluding
eigenvectors with zero eigenvalues. Using the Moore–Penrose
inverse, we get

−g
T
T
T −1 T
mg = G G
G t=L D K t

ð5Þ

where

−g
T
T −2
G G
= L D L:

ð6Þ

The resolution matrix for the GI solution is given by
 
T
E mg = L Lm:

ð7Þ

When the number of events used in the analysis increases, the
nonzero eigenvalues of (GTG) increase and the standard errors will
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tend to zero. In practice however, only a limited amount of data will
be available for tomographic studies because the global seismicity
distribution is not symmetric and the GI solution may exhibit large
ﬂuctuations due to some poorly sampled blocks. Hence, it may be
desirable to consider alternative inversion techniques which may
have poorer resolution but better stability. Most approaches here aim
at ﬁnding a matrix A of some kind and then estimate m by
T

ð8Þ

mest = AG t
Because the GI solution satisﬁes Eq. (2) we get


T
mest = A G G mg

ð9Þ

i.e. a smoothing of the GI solution. However, these m-estimates with
resolution matrix

  


E ðmest Þ = A GT G E mg = A LT D2 L LT Lm




T 2
T
=A L D L m=A G G m

ð10Þ

ð11Þ

where θ N 0 is a predeﬁned damping constant and Ω is a known
matrix. This is the case for solution strategies known as ‘Tikhonov
regularization’ (Tikhonov, 1943) namely; ‘damped least squares’
(Levenberg, 1944), ‘ridge regression’ (Hoerl, 1962) and ‘stochastic
inverse’ (Franklin, 1970). These methods can be obtained by
minimizing
T

T

ðt−GmÞ ðt−GmÞ + θm Ωm:

Consider a linear combination cTm of the elements in m. From the
Gauss–Markov theorem (Scheffé, 1960) it follows that
1. cTm is (linearly) estimable ⇔ c is linear in the rows of L (in Eq. (3))
2. The best linear unbiased estimator of cTm is cTmg i.e. the corresponding linear combination of the GI estimator.
Now, let c be a desired set of weights, say smoothing or ﬁlter
coefﬁcients. If c is linear in the rows of L the Gauss–Markov theorem
assures that cTmg is the best linear unbiased estimator of cTm. If c is
not linear in the rows of L it can be shown that cTmg is the best linear
T
unbiased estimator of ĉ m where ĉ is the projection of c on the rows of
L i.e. ĉ = LT Lc.
Hence smoothing the GI with a set of desired ﬁlters c1, c2,.., ck
or with C = (c1, c2, … …, ck) the transpose of the resolution matrix
becomes
T
C^ = L LC

will in general not satisfy the normal Eq. (3). Many of the suggested
approaches lead to an A-matrix of the form

−1
T
A = G G + θΩ

2. The Gauss–Markov approach

ð12Þ

The ﬁrst part is a measure of the misﬁt to data and the second a
‘smoothness’ measure of the anomalies. Setting θ = 0 gives the GI
solution while increasing θ puts more weight on the second term
resulting in a more damped solution (at least the second term
becomes smaller). At ﬁrst sight this might seem appealing but there is
really nothing that implies that a damped solution is a good one. The
same holds for a solution where the misﬁt to data is small. A good
solution requires both reasonable resolution and standard errors. The
drawback with the above approach (Eq. (12)) is that we have little
control of the resolution and this can ruin the ﬁnal solution. In many
studies it seems to be practically impossible to compute the resolution
matrix or at least a reasonable approximation. This is a serious
problem, especially where the unknown parameters are measured in
different physical units e.g. velocity and space–time, because without
knowledge of the resolution there is no way the results of a
tomographic study can be validated. The popular checkerboard test
and similar synthetic techniques only evaluates one linear combination of the resolution matrix. As the true structure is not known these
tests may sometimes shed some light on the resolution but in most
cases they do not and the resolution remains at best only
approximately known (e.g. see Lévěque et al., 1993; Page et al.,
2009). To overcome this problem we suggest below an alternative
giving the researcher maximum control over resolution and standard
errors. The basic idea is quite simple, instead of minimizing some
overall ﬁtting function like Eq. (12) we focus on estimating linear
combinations of the parameter vector m. By properly choosing these
linear combinations we can obtain estimates with optimal properties
in terms of resolution and precision.

ð13Þ

and
T
T T
C^ m = C L Lm

ð14Þ

which is estimated by
T

T T

mGM = C mg = C L D

−1

T

K t

ð15Þ

The covariance matrix for mGM is
T
T
ΣGM = C Σg C = C^ Σg C^

ð16Þ

where Σg and ΣGM are the covariance matrices for mg and mGM
respectively.
Eq. (15) is just the generalized inverse smoothed with the desired
ﬁlters C. This is the best linear unbiased estimator of Eq. (14). To
design or chose a desired ﬁlter we have almost complete freedom. We
will here use the exponential function (Gaussian clock) to govern the
shape of the ﬁlter. For the basic model Eq. (1), the requirement on the
ﬁlter is to avoid vertical smoothing. Suppose we want a smoothed
estimate of the ith element in m and using cTi = (ci1, ci2...., cik) as the
desired ﬁlter. We then deﬁne
2
− dist ði;jÞ = 2f
cij = f 1 e ð

ð17Þ

if i and j correspond to blocks in the same layer, cij = 0 otherwise.
dist(i , j) is the distance between the centers of blocks i and j. The
constant f1 is chosen so that the sum of the elements of the cij ﬁlter
pﬃﬃﬃ
is equal to 1 while f determines the width of the ﬁlter ( fw = 2 f ).
2.1. Comments
For models where it is appropriate with vertical smoothing we
could use the 3-D Gaussian clock. We may also apply techniques used
in the domain of image analysis to design the ﬁlters. The Gauss–
Markov estimator is computationally efﬁcient. It requires only
deﬁning the desired ﬁlter coefﬁcients and then multiplying these
with the generalized inverse solution. Important, the Gauss–Markov
theorem implies that the best linear unbiased estimator of any linear
estimable combination of the elements in m is given by the
corresponding linear combination of the GI solution. In tomography
studies it is commonly observed that some of the unknown
parameters (blocks) are unresolved and exhibit large velocity
anomalies. Usually this is typical of poorly sampled peripheral blocks.
A crude approach to handle such cases was demonstrated once by
Christoffersson and Husebye (1979); poorly resolved blocks were
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‘physically’ merged with nearby ones and represented by jointly
estimated velocity anomalies. In the GM approach we can handle this
problem by properly designing the desired ﬁlter. We can do this in
two ways:

we get

1. Restricted desired ﬁlters.
The weight (cij) in (17) is set to zero if i or j correspond to an
unresolved parameter (block). This gives the following resolution

To ﬁnd the coefﬁcients ai(r0) such that the averaging kernel peaks
at r = r0 , Backus and Gilbert (B–G) suggested to minimize the function
 n
2
1
Δðaðr 0 ÞÞ = ∫ J ðr0 ; rÞ ∑ ai ðr0 ÞGi ðrÞ dr
ð23Þ

1

^ ðr0 ÞÞ = ∫ Aðr0 ; rÞmðrÞdr:
Eðm

ĉ ij = cij −1 = nl i and j belonging to layer l

1

0

ð18Þ

ĉij = 0 otherwise
nl is the number of resolved blocks in layer l:

ð22Þ

0

subject to the condition that
1

∫ Aðr0 ; rÞdr = 1:
In cases of curved wave fronts, local earthquake observations or
large regions, the realized and desired ﬁlters will be equal.
2. Unrestricted desired ﬁlters.
Treat the weights for resolved and unresolved parameters in the
same way when designing the ﬁlters i.e. do not utilize knowledge
that some parameters are unresolved.
Using restricted GM ﬁlters the side lobes are avoided and
unresolved parameters are estimated by interpolation between
nearby ones. The unrestricted ﬁlters on the other hand, do not
eliminate side lobes but suppress them signiﬁcantly. This will be
illustrated in Section 4.4 below. Finally, we note that the methods
given in Eq. (8) are linear in the GI solution and it follows that they are
the best linear estimators of their expectations which are deﬁned by
the rows of their corresponding resolution matrix given in Eq. (10).
3. Other methods in use in seismic tomography studies
The Backus and Gilbert (1968) approach is based on observable
linear functionals of the form

ð24Þ

0

The function J ðr 0 ; rÞ is zero at r = r0 and increases as r moves away
from r0. An often used function in this case is
2

J ðr0 ; rÞ = ðr−r0 Þ :

ð25Þ

This B–G method is efﬁcient in suppressing the side lobes of the
averaging kernel but the drawback is that the functional Eq. (23) has
to be minimized again for every value of r0 (inverting a matrix of
order n + 1) and this will result in a heavy computational burden. We
also note that the condition in Eq. (24) is necessary, otherwise the
minimum would occur when all the ai(r0)'s are equal to zero. Pijpers
and Thompson (1992) recognized that the main reason for the heavy
computations was in the B–G design of the function Eq. (23) to be
minimized. Instead of multiplying with the weighting function J ðr 0 ; rÞ
they suggest that the square of the difference between a target
resolution and the averaging kernel should be minimized, namely
2
1 
n
n
2
Δs ðaðr0 ÞÞ = ∫ T ðr0 ; rÞ− ∑ ai ðr0 ÞGi ðrÞ dr + μ ∑ ai ðr0 Þ Þdr ð26Þ
0

1

1

1

g i ðmÞ = ∫ Gi ðrÞmðrÞdr + δi

i = 1; …; n:

ð19Þ

0

The residuals δi are usually assumed to be independent with zero
expectation and equal variances. The functions Gi ðrÞ are known and
mðrÞ is unknown. An estimate of mðrÞat r = r0 can be written as
n

^ ðr 0 Þ = ∑ ai ðr0 Þg i ðmÞ:
m
1

ð20Þ

In terms of the averaging kernel (corresponding to a column in C^
in the Gauss–Markov description)
n

Aðr0 ; rÞ = ∑ ai ðr0 ÞGi ðr Þ
1

ð21Þ

subject to the Eq. (24) condition. The last term represents a tradeoff
^ ðr 0 Þ and the square of the difference
between the variance of m
between the averaging kernel and the target. In this way the (n + 1)
matrix corresponding to that of Eq. (23) has to be inverted only once.
However, changing the value of μ the matrix has to be inverted again.
Note that this stochastic inverse variant evidently is introduced to
cope with linear (or near linear) dependencies of the Gi-functions as
often experienced in helioseismic studies. Another variant would be
to use a subset of linearly independent functions forming a base in
the space spanned by all the Gi's (Backus and Gilbert, 1968). This
approach was used by Christensen-Dalsgaard and Thompson (1993)
by means of SVD to reduce the order of the matrix to be inverted.
3.1. Comments
Adaptation of the above methods to the discrete case is
straightforward. The rows of G correspond to the Gi-functions and

Fig. 1. The simple synthetic velocity model used for examining the relative merits of the Generalized (GI), Stochastic (SI) and Gauss–Markov (GM) inversion methods. Total aperture
of the Norsar mapping area is 200 × 200 km2 and extends down to a depth of 126 km. Each layer is subdivided in 9 × 9 blocks each of aperture 20 × 20 km2. Respective layer
thicknesses are 17, 19, 30, 30 and 30 km. Red and blue color blocks have anomaly values of + 3% and − 3% of respective layer velocities. White blocks have zero anomaly values and
furthermore separate areas of high and low velocities. Notice that the anomaly patterns are identical for Layer 1 and 4 and likewise Layer 2 and 5 while Layer 3 has a segmented
pattern.
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A(r0 − r) to c^i . Direct application of the B–G or the Pijper and
Thompson approach will lead to a system of equations of the order of
n + 1 which for the Norsar data is 2046. This system is highly singular
as compared to the rank of 307 for the original system. However,
noticing that the rows of L form a basis for the rows of G the problem is
reduced considerably. If we set μ to zero and skip the Eq. (24) condition,
the Pijpers and Thompson approach is similar to the Gauss–Markov.
Note, Eq. (24) is sometimes impossible to fulﬁll. Examples are studies
like the one in Paper 1 where the sum of each row in the G-matrix in
Eq. (1) (and the L-matrix in Eq. (4)) is zero and likewise for the
resolution matrix. Thus Eq. (24) cannot be fulﬁlled. A consequence of

this is that in studies like that of Paper 1 (plane wave fronts), the Backus
and Gilbert approach cannot be used while the Pijpers and Thompson
approach is only applicable without the Eq. (24) condition. Also note
that the main difference between the B–G and the Pijpers and
Thompson approaches is that the former uses weighted and the latter
ordinary least squares for the function to be minimized.
4. Norsar lithosphere mapping — revisited
We start with a small synthetic example to illustrate the properties
of the different estimators GI, SI and GM detailed above. In Paper 1 we

Fig. 2. Synthetic velocity data, noise free. a) The GI solution. The 5 blocks corresponding to the 3 zero eigenvalues i.e., being unresolved, are marked with arrows. b) The SI solution
(θ = 200). c) The SI solution (θ = 10). d) The restricted GM solution (fw = 30 km). e) The restricted GM solution (fw = 40 km). f) The restricted GM solution (fw = 60 km).
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considered a special case of Franklin's (1970) ‘stochastic inverse’ with
Ω = I. However, we did not regard the unknown velocity anomalies as
stochastic so a more correct notation here is damped least squares.
The same holds for the SI solutions in this paper.
The starting point was our 5 layers Norsar model and the observed Gmatrix (Paper 1). The initial Norsar lithosphere model has layer
thicknesses of 17, 19, 30, 30 and 30 km respectively. Each layer is
subdivided in 9 × 9 quadratic blocks each of area 20 × 20 km2. Average
layer velocities are 6.1, 6.9, 8.2, 8.2 and 8.2 km/s respectively. Our
problem is to estimate the velocity perturbations for each block using P-
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travel time observations from many teleseismic earthquakes and a few
nuclear explosions. The velocity perturbation for a particular block in
a given layer represents an average over all the rays having most of their
unperturbed paths in the layer within the given volume. The order of the
GTG matrix is 315 i.e. the rays from source to receiver passes thru 315
blocks while the rank is 307. So there is an extra loss of 3 in rank in
addition to those caused by the number of model layers. Examining the
G matrix we ﬁnd that the rank of the 5 columns corresponding to the
blocks marked with arrows in Fig. 2a is only 2. The result is ﬁve
unresolved blocks and three extra zero eigenvalues. The nonzero

Fig. 3. Synthetic velocity data, noise added. a) The GI solution. b) The SI solution (θ = 200). c) The SI solution (θ = 10). d) The restricted GM solution (fw = 30 km). e) The restricted
GM solution (fw = 40 km). f) The restricted GM solution (fw = 60 km).
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eigenvalues range from 2.2 to 3237. In the synthetic model each of the
blocks is assigned a velocity anomaly of 3% or zero relative to the average
layer velocity (details in Fig. 1). All layers have areas of +3% and −3%
anomalies while lines of blocks through the centers are zero.
We then use these anomalies and the observed G matrix to
generate travel time residuals according to the basic model
t = Gm + ε:

ð27Þ

We consider two cases
1. The residuals are identically zero.
2. The residuals are normal with expectation zero and variance equal
to the residual variance of the GI solution for the real Norsar data.

velocity and vice versa. For the smaller damping parameter (θ = 10)
the result Fig. 3c is again somewhat better. The stylish display Fig. 4c
shows less misclassiﬁcation of high and low velocities but is indecisive
for large portions of the structure. Some of the latter were
misclassiﬁed with θ = 200. For very small θ the SI approach will be
close to the GI with somewhat scattered but mostly correct
identiﬁcation of high and low velocity perturbations. As θ increases
up to 200 the solution will gradually tend to the θ = 200 case with its
incorrect structure. Important, without a reference like the GI solution
or the original true one, a geotectonic interpretation of the SI imaged
velocity anomalies could be downright wrong even for moderate SI
damping.
4.3. The Gauss–Markov (GM) solutions — Figs. 2d–f, 3d–f and 4d–f

The ﬁrst case illustrates the resolving properties of the different
methods. A basic requirement of a useful method is that the resolution
properties are such that that it is capable of reproducing the main
features of the original structure. The second case is an illustration of
the sensibility to random noise. Here we also give a stylish display of
the inversion results (also used in Paper 1). Red colored blocks are
those where the estimates are larger than their corresponding
estimated standard errors and blue colored blocks those where the
estimates are below minus their corresponding estimated standard
errors. This display of inversion results facilitates interpretation in
geological terms. We also note that the expected results for case 2 are
the structures obtained for the error free synthetics (case 1) and not
the original true model.

The GM results are for the ﬁlter widths fw = 30, 40 and 60 km and
restricted ﬁlter. For the noise free synthetics, Fig. 2d–f, the original
anomalies are reproduced almost perfectly but the transition between
velocity highs and lows becomes, as expected, progressively wider
with increasing fw. With noise added there is still no difﬁculty in
interpreting the structure Fig. 3d–f. We also see how the results
become smoother with increasing ﬁlter width. The stylish displays
Fig. 4d–f are almost identical and show more consistent areas of high
and low velocity compared to the GI (and SI) solution. There is a slight
tendency for all solutions to incorporate parts of the transition zone
into high or low velocity zones. Regarding the choice of ﬁlter width, a
value around 40 km appears appropriate for this case.

4.1. The GI solutions — Figs. 2a, 3a and 4a

4.4. Comments

The result for the noise free synthetics is shown in Fig. 2a. The ﬁve
blocks that correspond to the three additional zero eigenvalues i.e.
being unresolved, are marked with arrows in the ﬁgure. In Layer 1 the
resolution seems perfect except for the upper left corner. The anomaly
estimate of 1.9% for this block is essentially a weighted average of the
true anomalies of the marked blocks in the upper left in Layer 1, 3 and
4 with the sum of the weights equal to .62. The other four marked
blocks have the sum of the corresponding weights close to 1. Because
the blocks involved in the summation all are equal to +3% for the
blocks in the upper left corner in Layer 3 and 4 and − 3% for the blocks
to the right in Layer 1 and 2 the resolution seems to be perfect but is in
fact due to the block sampling of the synthetic model used. Turning to
the case with noise added we see from Fig. 3a that the GI solution is
rather bumpy. However, the main features with areas of high and low
velocities are preserved. This can also be seen in the stylish display in
Fig. 4a. There are however some scattered parts within true high and
low regions that are not classiﬁed as such.

The conclusions that can be drawn from these synthetic tests and
others like the popular Checker board test are limited. The only thing
we essentially know about a method that can reproduce a speciﬁc
synthetic structure is that it can do just that. We do not know if it is a
universally valid method. However, if it is unable to reproduce the
original structure it is simply invalid and cannot be recommended. We
do strongly feel that much more effort must be invested in showing
that an inversion method provides reasonable resolution. Just plotting
the diagonal of the resolution matrix is often better than a synthetic
test but this is simply not good enough. From the GI solution we know
which of the parameters are perfectly resolved or have the best
possible resolution. It then follows directly that we will also know the
resolution for the GM solution using the restricted desired ﬁlter
(Section 2.1). If the parameters in the GI solution are perfectly
resolved (the diagonal of the resolution matrix is equal to 1) then the
resolution of the GM method is identical to the desired ﬁlter. If the GI
resolution is as in Eq. (2), i.e. plane wave front, the resolution is given
by Eq. (18). If we change the ﬁlter in GM we know its effect on the
resolution in contrast to that for the SI type solutions that are based on
the damping Eq. (11). For example, changing the damping parameter
θ requires recomputing the whole resolution matrix.
Fig. 5a shows the GI resolution for an unresolved block in Layer 1
(marked with an arrow) which is dominated by one block in Layer 3
and one in Layer 4. The combined contribution from these two blocks
is about 3.5 times larger than that from the Layer 1 block itself. This is
also the case for the SI solutions. Fig. 5b shows the resolution for
θ = 200. We notice heavy damping i.e. the resolution elements have
become much smaller. There are also nonzero elements in layer 2 and
5. These have become relatively large and are now of the same size as
the one marked in Layer 1. However, the resolution is still dominated
by contributions from two blocks in the upper left corners of layers 3
and 4. The resolution properties for the GM approach are considerably
better than those of the GI and SI methods. In Fig. 5c we display the
GM resolution using the unrestricted ﬁlter with fw = 40 km. The
unresolved Layer 1 block is, as expected, dominated by neighboring
Layer 1 blocks and in addition some minor contributions from blocks

4.2. The SI solutions — Figs. 2b–c, 3b–c and 4b–c
An appealing aspect of the SI solution is the relative small standard
errors of the estimated velocity perturbations in comparison to the GI
solution. The effect of smaller eigenvalues is damped out but is in
practice a severe drawback because the SI solution introduces
damping and smoothing in an uncontrollable way. The result in
Fig. 2b for noise free synthetics and the stochastic inverse with the
same damping parameter of θ = 200 as used in Paper 1 is destructive.
The implicit vertical smoothing destroys the anomaly pattern and
makes correct interpretation impossible. Using weaker damping
(θ = 10) helps a bit as shown in Fig. 2c. The anomaly pattern in the
latter case is still recognizable albeit the peripheral blocks remain
rather heavily damped. Adding noise to the synthetics does not make
the situation any better. For the damping parameter of 200 the result
Fig. 3b is similar to the noise free case. The stylish display in Fig. 4b
would lead to incorrect conclusions regarding the velocity structure
by indicating high velocity in areas where the true model has low
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Fig. 4. Stylish display of the synthetic data in Fig. 3 using a simple subdivision of areas of relative high and low velocities. Red colored blocks are those with estimates larger than their
corresponding estimated standard errors and blue blocks those below minus their corresponding estimated standard errors. a) The GI solution. b) The SI solution (θ = 200). c) The SI
solution (θ = 10). d) The restricted GM solution (fw = 30 km). e) The restricted GM solution (fw = 40 km). f) The restricted GM solution (fw = 60 km).

in Layer 3 and 4. Compared to the GI and SI solutions these are
relatively much smaller but as vertical smoothing is not allowed in our
model we must rate the unrestricted ﬁlter not quite satisfactory. Using
the restricted ﬁlter alternative, results in Fig. 5d show that the
resolution depends only on blocks in the neighborhood of the marked
one in Layer 1 and that the side lobes have been completely eliminated.
Fig. 5e shows an example of the GM resolution for a block in Layer 4
(marked with an arrow) where the GI has the best possible resolution.

As expected, the weighting elements have a bell shaped form centered
at the block proper and are zero for elements belonging to Layers 1–3
and 5. For the corresponding SI solution (θ = 200) the contrasting
results are shown in Fig. 5f with contributions from Layers 1–3 and 5.
The net effect of this is that contributions from the other layers are
larger than that of Layer 4 itself.
The above examples and the synthetic experiments clearly show
that the resolution properties of the inversion methods are of utmost
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Fig. 5. Illustration of resolution for two blocks marked with arrows. The block in Layer 1 is unresolved while that in Layer 4 has the best possible GI resolution. a) The GI resolution for
the unresolved block in Layer 1 marked with an arrow. b) The SI (θ = 200) resolution for the unresolved block in Layer 1 marked with an arrow. c) The unrestricted GM (fw = 40 km)
resolution for the unresolved block in Layer 1 marked with an arrow. d) The restricted GM ( fw = 40 km) resolution for the unresolved block in Layer 1 marked with an arrow. e) The
restricted GM (fw = 40 km) resolution for a block in Layer 4 having the best possible GI resolution (marked with an arrow). f) The SI (θ = 200) resolution for a block in Layer 4 having
the best possible GI resolution (marked with an arrow).

importance for making conﬁdent geotectonic interpretations. The
synthetic experiments demonstrate that a stochastic inverse SI solution
should be avoided as it fails to properly reproduce the original anomaly
pattern and in addition introduces unwanted vertical smoothing. In our
model with plane layers and teleseismic travel times it is not acceptable
to compare and weight velocity anomalies of different origins (Layers).

The general inverse GI approach reproduces rather well the original
anomaly pattern but a drawback is that standard errors may be large
thus making interpretation of the results uncertain. The GM method
gives velocity estimates with user deﬁned resolution and maximal
precision which are easily ‘transformed’ to interpretation-friendly
outputs as demonstrated with the stylish ﬁgure displays.
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5. The Norsar lithosphere — past and present anomaly models
Using the same observational data as in the original work (Paper
1) we have once more produced GI and SI seismic velocity images of
the Norsar lithosphere Fig. 6a, b, d and e and supplemented with the
GM solution Fig. 6c and f. In Paper 1 these results were in terms of
slowness anomaly contours. Furthermore, for the SI approach we
averaged over two block structures where one was shifted half a
block in the SW-direction (Fig. 9a–13a in Paper 1). We also
presented the solution centered at the Norsar center subarray
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(Fig. 9b–13b in Paper 1) which corresponds to the block model
used here. The following comments apply to the original GI and SI
solutions:
Layer 1: For this upper crust layer the GI solution gives low velocities
westward and in the NE quadrant but with relatively high
velocities near the array center. In contrast, the SI solution
has a velocity low in the SW and elsewhere undulating weak
anomalies. These features here give impression of substantial damping.

Fig. 6. Norsar lithosphere velocity images. a) The GI solution. b) The SI solution (θ = 200). c) The restricted GM solution ( fw = 40 km). d) Stylish display of the GI solution. e) Stylish
display of the SI (θ = 200) solution. f) Stylish display of the GM ( fw = 40 km) solution.
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Layer 2: In the lower crust the GI results give low velocities westward
and highs eastward while the SI results are low velocity
westward and no marked anomalies to the east. The SI
results appear damped like those in Layer 1.
Layer 3: In this layer just beneath Moho we ﬁnd as above low GI
velocities westward and some pronounced high velocity
blocks in the SE and NE corners. The SI solution gives mainly
weak negative velocities westward which are hard to
interpret in any way.
Layer 4: The GI solution here is similar to that of Layer 3 but the high
velocities in the SE are more pronounced. The SI solution is
lacking in character; just weak undulations with a small
dominance of velocity lows.
Layer 5: This layer, presumably the lower lithosphere, has pronounced GI velocity anomalies west and north and highs in
the south and southeast. The SI velocities appears like
strongly dampened counterpart to the GI solution.
The motivation for the above details on the SI and GI solutions was
naturally that their anomaly patterns were the main geotectonic
outcome of the Paper 1 study. From Sections 4.2 and 4.4 it is evident
that the resolution for the SI solution Fig. 6b, based on θ = 200, is
highly unsatisfactory and hence rated a failure. The GI solution Fig. 6a
hints at signiﬁcant lithosphere velocity anomalies but the layer
patterns are bumpy. In this regard the GM solutions in Fig. 6c and f
appear superior. The ﬁrst one is for fw = 40 km and gives reasonably
clear views of areas of high and low velocities within each layer. The
stylish velocity anomalies in Fig. 6f give user-friendly grand view of
the velocity anomalies in the lithosphere beneath Norsar. For
comparison Fig. 6d and e show the corresponding anomalies for the
GI and SI solutions exhibiting scattered high- and low-velocity
patterns. We ﬁnd that the GM approach is more in accordance with
the view of ‘Mother Earth’ having slowly varying physical properties.
It is tempting to relate the GM anomalies of Layer 1, i.e. the upper
crust, with the surface geology. The high velocity in the south would
then correspond to the Archean rocks and the relatively low velocities to
the northeast and west to the Eocambrian rocks. The intermediate
north-west is undecided. Interestingly, Layer 2 (the lower crust) and
Layer 3 (the middle lithosphere) show similar velocity gradients, i.e.
increasing velocity as we move from south-west to north-east. In Layer 4
(also middle lithosphere) the largest gradient is rotated clockwise about
45 degrees to the west–east direction. Finally for Layer 5, presumably
the lower lithosphere, it is rotated a further 45 deg. Important, it is and
was next to impossible to forward reasonable geotectonic interpretations of the SI and GI lithospheric velocity images.
The above presentation of the GM lithosphere images for the
Norsar array are not easy to verify as we are lacking independent
information serving as trustful references. From numerous Norsar
studies using P-travel times we have that travel time anomalies are
positive westward (slow) and negative eastward (fast). A similar
trend is observed in P-wave detectability that is decreasing westward
which is equivalent to relatively weaker P-amplitudes. This trend
coincides with the transition from Baltic Shield structures of E.
Norway toward the Caledonides westward. The Moho appears to be
essentially ﬂat even beneath the weakly deformed Oslo Graben due
south of the Norsar center subarray. The graben is not easily seen in
seismic investigations but a gravity high is still observable for this
structure of Permian age. In the England et al. (1978) study the
conclusion was that the gravity anomaly may originate in the middle
crust and the velocity high in Layer 1 supports this interpretation. Pwave amplitudes may vary strongly across the array and one subarray
may exhibit P-wave amplitudes 10 times stronger that the weakest
ones. These extremes were observed primarily for teleseismic events
in the azimuth window 0.0–80.0 deg. In a modeling study, Haddon
and Husebye (1978) demonstrated numerically that a plausible
explanation was a deep seated structural anomaly of relatively high

velocities at lithosphere depths of 150–200 km in agreement with the
above GM results.
6. Tomography based on local earthquake travel times
The ACH inversion was originally developed for teleseismic data
but soon extended to simultaneous inversion for velocity structure
and hypocenter using data from local events (Aki and Lee (A-L),
1976). The basic model (Eq. (1)) is then expanded to include
earthquake space–time parameters (x) of the earthquakes and often
multiplied with an a priori known diagonal weight matrix W.
t w = Gw m + Aw x + εw
with

ð28Þ

t w = Wt; Gw = WG; Aw = WA and εw = Wε
The vector t contains the observed travel-times minus the
theoretical travel-times calculated from the initial model. The matrix
A is the partial derivatives with respect to the space–time parameters
and G is as before the partial derivatives for the structural parameters.
We note that in this case we do not have a plane wave model and
hence the sum of the elements of the resolution matrix corresponding
to one layer is not necessarily zero.
The application of the GM approach is straightforward. Compute
the GI solution and then design the desired ﬁlters so that the
coefﬁcients for the velocity parameters are zero for the part
corresponding to space–time parameters and vice versa for the
space–time parameter ﬁlter coefﬁcients.
Zhang and Thurber (Z–T) (2003) developed the so-called Double
Difference (DD) tomography approach which has been used in many
studies over the last decade. The main difference compared to A–L is
the way the structural model is speciﬁed. Instead of the A–L block
model Z–T use a regular set of 3D nodes for linear interpolation of the
velocity similar to the cubic spline interpolation of Hovland et al.
(1981) and Thomson and Gubbins (1982). Another difference is that
in the Z–T approach both absolute and differential arrival times are
used. However, in our opinion there are a few aspects of the DD
tomography that need attention. Some of these will be brieﬂy
addressed below. Firstly, to solve the system Eq. (28) Z–T use the
LSQR algorithm (Paige and Saunders, 1982) with user speciﬁed
damping constants. The advantage of LSQR is its speed and stability but
its drawback is the difﬁculty to obtain even an approximate resolution
matrix and corresponding standard errors (Zhang and Thurber, 2003).
Damping and unknown resolution implies that interpretation of the
resulting velocity structure has to be done cautiously. We do not even
know whether the averaging kernels (resolution matrix) for the
structural parameters involve space–time parameters.
The use of differential arrival times may have important
implications on the extension and subsequent solution of the system
(Eq. (28)). Differentials computed by taking the difference between
standard P-wave arrivals will result in duplication of information and
correlated differentials. With N observed P-wave arrivals we can only
compute (N − 1) linearly independent differences and some of those
will be correlated. The remaining (N − 1)(N − 2)/2 represent redundant information. Or put otherwise, if the system (Eq. (28)) is
speciﬁed using absolute P-wave arrivals, then adding differences
computed from these is equivalent to extending the system by adding
redundant rows, all of which are linear in the rows of the original
system. Differentials computed from wave form cross-correlations
usually have considerably smaller measurement errors than standard
P-wave arrival picks and these errors are probably not correlated with
the standard arrival picks (Slunga et al., 1995). Including these
differentials in the model would be advantageous provided only
differentials that are linearly independent are used. In Zhang and
Thurber (2003) the number of redundant rows seems to be at least 10
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times larger than the amount of independent data and thus introduce
unnecessary computational complications. Because the number of
space–time parameters usually is large it may be advantageous to
separate the model (Eq. (28)) into two parts, one containing just the
structural parameters (m) and the other the space–time parameters
(x) (Spencer and Gubbins, 1980; Spencer, 1985). This approach is
computationally much faster than that of Pavlis and Booker (1980)
and is based on the assumption that the velocity structure can be
represented by a ﬁnite number of parameters. The structural part has
the same form as our basic model (Eq. (1))




t =G m+ε



ð29Þ

where t⁎ is the difference between tw and the projection of tw on the
columns of Aw. G⁎ and ∈⁎ are deﬁned similarly. The application of the
Gauss–Markov to Eq. (29) is then straight forward. For a study with a
couple of thousand earthquakes and a structural model with many
hundred parameters, separation and computation of the GM solution
with the corresponding resolution matrix and standard errors
included, can easily be done on a laptop as detailed in the Appendix.
We also note that by separating the model as outlined above, we are
guaranteed that the resolution matrix for the estimated parameters in
Eq. (29) do not contain any contribution from the space–time
parameters. This is so even if we solve Eq. (29) by the smoothed
and damped LSQR approach. Finally, we like to stress that there is a
fundamental difference between DD earthquake location and tomography based on local earthquake data. In the DD the double time
differences are used to minimize path effects for closely spaced
earthquakes thereby obtaining precise relative epicenter locations. In
the tomography case we mainly aim at estimating the velocity
perturbations in a volume beneath the seismograph network and in
this manner obtaining more precise absolute locations of earthquakes.
7. Summary
In the summer of 1974 we started work on the exciting problem of
modeling and locating scattering sources in the crust–mantle beneath
Norsar. The outcome was the ACH inversion method for tomographic
mapping of the Earth's interior in 3D (Aki et al., 1977 — Paper 1).We
forwarded 2 approaches for solving the system of linear equations
relating time anomalies to velocity anomalies ( the system is singular)
namely the generalized (GI)- and stochastic (SI)-inverse solutions.
This duality reﬂected our view that the smoothing operator was not
well exploited in the numerical solutions of the tomography
equations partly due to lack of adequate computing facilities in
those times. Despite very many later applications of the ACH inversion
method or variants hereof in the seismological literature we feel that
the smoothing aspects of tomographic mapping are not always
properly addressed thus motivating revisiting our original work in
Paper 1. We build on our previous mathematical framework and
highlight the relative merits of the GI and SI solutions using both
synthetic and the original Norsar travel time residuals. We demonstrate that the SI solution can be destructive in view of its strong
vertical smoothing — not permissible in view of original problem
formulations and hence should be avoided. The GI solution is bumpy
so we introduce the Gauss–Markov solution which is a ﬂexible
smoothing operator with desirable optimal properties. We give
details on the resolution for both the SI and GM solutions. This
problem is important since most geotectonic interpretations of
tomographic results are subjective and tools for validation of derived
anomalous structures are seldom at hand. Finally, we brieﬂy discuss
parameter separation and double difference tomography using local
earthquake data. We conclude that the Gauss–Markov approach in
tomography studies is an attractive alternative to the frequently used
variants of smoothed and damped LSQR. The GM method gives
velocity estimates with user deﬁned resolution and maximum
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precision which are easily ‘transformed’ to interpretation friendly
outputs as demonstrated with the stylish ﬁgure displays.
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Appendix
In order to obtain the GM estimator for the Eq. (29) system we can
base the computations on a SVD of Aw in Eq. (28) and calculate t* and
G*. However G⁎ will in general not be sparse like Gw and Aw and the
SVD would require a fast computer with large memory. Note however
that when no DD observations are involved, the Aw matrix will consist
of blocks of orthogonal columns, one block for each event and the SVD
can be obtained without difﬁculty. When DD observations are
present it is better and more efﬁcient to use the second order
moments (tw ,Gw ,Aw)T(tw ,Gw ,Aw) for computing t*Tt⁎, G*Tt⁎ and
G*TG⁎ using the Moore−Penrose inverse of ATw Aw. In most cases this
will be just the ordinary inverse. Direct computation of the second
order moments is very fast due to the sparseness of (Gw ,Aw). We then
ﬁnd

−g
T 
T
T
T
T
G t = Gw t w −Gw Aw Aw Aw
Aw t w

−g
GTG = GTw Gw −GTw Aw ATw Aw
ATw Gw

ðA1Þ

and

−g
t Tt  = t Tw t w −t Tw Aw ATw Aw
ATw t w :

The application of the GM is straightforward; Compute the Moore–
Penrose inverse of G*TG⁎ and then solve for the GI solution. The latter
can be ﬁltered as desired. For a dataset with 800,000 P-wave ﬁrst
arrivals and wave form cross-correlation differences, 1500 events, 250
structural parameters, it will take less than 30 minutes to separate the
model on a laptop with 4 G memory. Solving for the GI solution,
including resolution and standard errors takes a couple of seconds.
Similarly, the GM solution including its resolution matrix and standard
errors can then be done in less than 1 s for each set of desired ﬁlters.
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